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AIP Management is inviting in other Nordic pensions looking for low-risk, large ticket projects to join Denmark's

dominant pension fund PKA. Can the infrastructure platform take them beyond its European offshore wind market

to the US and beyond? Colin Leopold reports

INVESTOR WATCH: PKA AND THE NEW CLUB FOR DANISH PENSIONS

Listening to Kasper Hansen talk about infrastructure it’s probably safe to say he’s more of cricket fan than a
contact sports enthusiast. The go-to infra man for Danish pension funds favours a long, steady innings to high
scores and being run out. With tickets of EUR 500m-plus at his disposal, it’s perhaps not surprising.

Hansen’s AIP Management platform invests in infrastructure on behalf of Danish pension manager PKA, which
has around EUR 36bn in assets under management. In December, it added another Danish pension manager
Pensam (EUR 18bn AUM), selling it a 10% stake to match PKA’s, and is in discussions with others in the region
to do similar.

After 10 investments in Europe, the platform has started investing Danish pension money into the US, with its
�rst solar deal last October through a USD 309m passive equity arrangement in California.

      In an hour-long interview with Inframation in April, Hansen explains how AIP's game is changing but the rules
must stay the same. 

Pension club

A person with knowledge of AIP Management expects the platform to bring in a total of four or �ve like-
minded Danish investors – one per year – and then target Swedish or even Dutch and Swiss pensions.

The timing is ripe. At the end of last year, the Swedish parliament changed the rules to allow its state pensions
to increase their allocation to unlisted infrastructure and a new Swedish platform was announced in April to
help them do exactly that.

Danish institutional investors have also allocated a greater share of assets to infrastructure and on average
infrastructure now accounts for 3% of Danish pension funds’ total investments. Yet some still have concerns
over the third-party management of their capital directed into infrastructure. 

Danish Pension Funds by number of currently-held infra and energy investments (as of
May 2019)

https://www.inframationnews.com/
https://www.inframationnews.com/investors/3585536/aip-management.thtml
https://www.inframationnews.com/news/3530886/ap-funds-launch-swedish-infra-investments-firm.thtml
https://www.inframationnews.com/news/3386501/danish-regulator-criticises-infra-managers.thtml
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Hansen’s team began investing PKA money in infrastructure in 2013 in some of Europe’s �rst offshore wind
farms and they are now well-tuned to the requirements of pension funds in the region. “They are very much
risk-based investors so they’re effectively allocating risk and they need to get the best possible return for that,”
says Hansen. “It’s not a speci�c target return environment.”

Others explain that AIP Management has been successful by creating a new incentive model, with a lower
hurdle rate and a cap on remuneration, which, according to the person with knowledge, pushes the team
towards “long-term, boring” assets that many of today’s infrastructure fund managers might avoid. 

“There is a tendency in the market to risk-taking and Kasper cleverly focused his product on institutions with
this incentive structure and it �ows through the whole team,” says the same person. “Everybody on that team
understands that.” The pension funds also sit on AIP Management’s investment committee, giving them
greater control over the decision-making, the person adds.

AIP 3 and beyond

Hansen manages two previous AIP infrastructure funds, counting the current allocation as AIP 3. AIP 3 has
around EUR 1.8bn committed so far, with the majority from PKA and around EUR 400m from Pensam,
committed at the end of last year. Around half of the total was invested last year leaving around EUR 900m for
the next year and a half, says Hansen. AIP 4 could top EUR 2bn, he adds.

PKA and Pensam have already stated their appetite for further commitments and there is ongoing dialogue
with others. “Similar, like-minded Danish pension funds, also in some of the Scandi countries there’s been
interest in the platform and we are �attered by that but we are very gradually building out.”

AIP Management’s current team – now more than 20 – has ridden on the growth of the Nordic offshore wind
industry and comprises a mix of ex-infrastructure and private equity staff (3i, Macquarie, Copenhagen
Infrastructure Partners, Credit Suisse) and people from the local offshore wind utilities, energy companies and
suppliers AIP counts as friends such as Ørsted and Vestas.

“The team has been built on a lot of the good from back in 2012-2014 and very gradually and specially built
with a culture and a set of values and a way of working that we value very much. It’s a cohesive team that is
very stable… there’s been no material churn or leavers from the investment team,” says Hansen.

https://www.inframationnews.com/investors/358276/macquarie.thtml
https://www.inframationnews.com/investors/300336/credit-suisse.thtml
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AIP Management

Investments

Sector Sub-

Sector

Region Country Equity

Holding

Date of

Investment

Blakliden/Fäbodberget
353MW Onshore Wind 

Renewables Onshore
wind

Europe Sweden 30% Oct-18

Garland 200MW Solar  Renewables Solar PV North
America

USA 49% Oct-18

Tranquility 200MW Solar  Renewables Solar PV North
America

USA 49% Oct-18

Nyhamna Joint Venture Power Gas
Terminals

Europe Norway - Oct- 18

TDC Takeover (2018) Telecoms Fixed line Europe Denmark 16.70% Apr-18

Walney Extension Sale
(50% stake) (2017)

Renewables Offshore
wind

Europe UK 50% Nov-17

Teesside 299MW CHP
Power Plant (Project
Assam)

Renewables Biomass Europe UK 50% Aug-16

Burbo Bank Extension
258MW Offshore Wind
Sale (50% Stake)

Renewables Offshore
wind

Europe UK 50% Feb-16

Gode Wind II 50% Stake
Sale (2014)

Renewables Offshore
wind

Europe Germany 49.50% Sep-14

Gemini 600MW Offshore
Wind (debt)

Renewables Offshore
Wind

Europe Netherlands n/a May-14

Butendiek 288MW
Offshore Wind (realised)

Renewables Offshore
Wind

Europe Germany 22.50% Jan-13 (sold
Jan-17)

Anholt 400MW Offshore
Wind 

Renewables Offshore
wind

Europe Denmark 20% Mar-11

Source: AIP Management website

When PKA-AIP A/S was split last April into Hansen’s direct investment team (now AIP Management), leaving
behind the private funds-focused PKA-AIP headed by former EKF CEO Anette Eberhard, not everyone was on
board. According to reports in the Danish press at the time, former head of PKA-AIP Anders Dalhoff and two
other senior team members stepped down in late 2017 after Dalhoff pushed unsuccessfully for more
independence at PKA-AIP.

Under Dalhoff, with Hansen in charge of direct infrastructure, PKA-AIP's funds and co-investments
arm (Private Funds) experienced a net IRR of 14.6%, while direct infrastructure hit over 20%, according to a
2016 annual report. The above 20% return was buoyed by the sale of a stake in Germany's 288MW Butendiek
offshore wind farm. For Hansen’s current AIP 3 window, “IRRs are not materially different from AIP 2,” he says.
The person with knowledge of the company believes AIP Management’s low-risk hurdle rate to be around or
below 7%, but there is also a premium and variation across geographies.

Since last year, with AIP Management spun out, PKA-AIP has taken interests in PE-like infrastructure with co-
investments in Idex, U�net and TIP, using a USD 3bn allocation of PKA money for 2018-2020. AIP Management
has arguably played a much straighter bat. Its �rst �ve investments were all offshore wind farms in north-
western Europe, and of the ten investments currently listed on its website only one is outside energy: a EUR
480m ticket in Denmark’s largest telecom TDC, alongside Macquarie’s MIRA and Danish pensions ATP and PFA.

https://www.inframationnews.com/deals/2391706/idex-district-heating-sale-2018.thtml
https://www.inframationnews.com/deals/2262171/ufinet-telecom-sale-spanish-assets-sale-2018.thtml
https://www.inframationnews.com/deals/2790471/tip-trailer-services-acquisition-2018.thtml
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Slow diversi�cation

The ability to write large equity tickets has clearly helped AIP, as offshore wind farms in Europe have moved
above 1GW in size.

“Projects are getting bigger and bigger now,” says a person at one of AIP Management's developer partners.
“We need to take on �nancial partners – that’s clear to us. An institution very very close to the pensions funds
has a good niche in the market, they have more competence than dealing direct with a pension fund but
maybe an edge in cost competitiveness. They are nice and competent guys to work with.” 

Despite previously sharing an of�ce with the original PKA-AIP team, Hansen says he is not aware of the U�net
or Idex transactions and “doesn’t come up against” the PKA-AIP funds and co-investments team in bid
competitions. “I am not saying we could not have an interest in similar projects down the line, I wouldn’t rule
anything out,” he adds.

But Hansen and the two others spoken to for this article all acknowledge that offshore wind is not what it
used to be. “Yields and returns are coming down so they need to branch out…” says the �rst person with
knowledge of AIP. “(AIP Management) have started doing US solar, they will start doing US onshore wind in the
near-term and then after the US, they need to move to Asia but that is maybe a couple of years out. They will
be a couple of years after most other managers because they have a lower return requirement, that’s part of
the strategy. They don’t want to be �rst mover – that’s not what they have been put on the planet to do.”

Hansen is leading a slow diversi�cation, both geographically and by sector.

“If you look at the last �ve investments it has been one offshore wind and four different assets,” he says. “So we
have been diversifying to a degree, still sticking to the energy transition theme.”

Indeed, his AIP team is unlikely to repeat its 2016 success with Butendiek, at least not in European offshore
wind. “The �rst transactions in offshore wind attract higher returns than you would see for the same today
but we still see interesting opportunities in offshore wind, also in Europe,” says Hansen. On current IRRs in the
market, Hansen says: “There is now a natural range between German unlevered operational onshore and high
leverage merchant exposure in the US.”

Next gen renewables

High leverage merchant exposure seems an unlikely match for AIP’s investors. Hansen’s four “different assets”
(to offshore wind) include one US solar investment and a Swedish onshore wind farm. AIP typically works with
key development partners and has followed Ørsted over to the US where the promise of a new offshore wind
market beckons. After Hansen’s �rst investment there – the 49% stake with Southern Power in a 410MW solar
deal in California – the team are actively chasing two more.

Nordic infrastructure market by investor type (current investments as of May 2019)
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“We have a team that can execute on the complicated transactions and we have the investors that are able to
sign single investment tickets that are EUR 500m and above. The same proposition will apply as we look to the
US,” says Hansen. He sees a clear opportunity in �nancing large US renewable energy portfolios: “Many
utilities developing renewables in the US are European so there are quite a lot of friends and family you can
travel with, in addition to local developers and utilities.” Many of these players have “more projects than they
have capital,” he adds. 

Although AIP still favours long-term power purchase agreements, the team has found other ways to de-risk
the next generation of power deals for its pension investors, including a 20-year corporate PPA with Norsk
Hydro for the majority of the volume produced and a mezzanine loan and equity project �nance structure on
Vatenfall’s 353MW onshore wind farm BlaFa in Sweden.

AIP’s preference for low and often no leverage also allows it to move more quickly than others and limit
arrangement or advisory fees.

“We can’t necessarily compete with the availability of cheap debt,” says Hansen. “But there will be large
utilities that come up with large projects that they have developed and they may have a preference for keeping
that unlevered and uncomplicated. That’s where we come in and be competitive and move quickly and remove
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the �nancing risk.” During a funding competition, the development partner source says AIP “strikes a good
balance in having the mix of knowledge and competence and the sharpest cost of capital to win”.

That knowledge and competence is likely to become increasingly attractive for Nordic pension funds as
they turn their attention to global infrastructure.
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